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Average temperature in greenland fahrenheit

An ongoing heat wave extending from Arizona's north side to the U.S.-Canada border in Washington, which placed 60 million people on heat-advisory watch and warnings this week. But weatherwise, no location can rival the aptly named Furnace Creek in Death Valley, which broke records at around 3:41 p.m Sunday.
While Death Valley recorded a scorching temperature of 134 degrees Fahrenheit in 1913, the validity of the reading has long been disputed. Currently, the National Weather Service is working to verify the most recent reading, but experts believe it's reliable: Randy Cerveny, a head of the World Meteorological
Organization, told The Washington Post that the record appears to be a valid observation. Currently, the National Weather Service has classified the most recent recording as preliminary and is working to verify it. But experts believe it's one for temperature books: Randy Cerveny, a head of the World Meteorological
Organization, told The Washington Post that the record appears to be a valid observation. And regardless, 130 degrees is extremely, alarmingly hot. Describing the sensation of walking out in the heat on an average August day, which usually hovers around 115 degrees, an employee at Death Valley National Park told
the BBC, it's like being hit in the face with a bunch of hairdryers. You feel the heat and it's like walking in an oven and the heat is just around you. Imagine the extreme discomfort and danger that can be experienced at 130 degrees Fahrenheit, at which human beings are at a dangerous risk of suffering from hyperthermia.
Just a little extra fodder for our collective climate anxiety! Death Valley is alarmingly hot right now
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